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Abstract
Purpose: To investigate the prognostic performance of radiomics features, as extracted from
positron emission tomography (PET) and X-ray computed tomography (CT) components of
baseline 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose ([18F]FDG) PET/CT images and integrated with clinical
parameters, in patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC).
Procedures: One hundred twenty-eight NPC patients (85 vs. 43 for training vs. validation),
containing a subset of 86 patients with local-regional advanced stage, were enrolled. All patients
underwent pretreatment PET/CT scans (mean follow-up time 24 ± 14 months). Three thousand
two hundred seventy-six radiomics features extracted from PET or CT components and 13
clinical parameters were used to predict progression-free survival (PFS). Univariate analysis
with Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) correction was first used to screen
significant features, and redundant features with Spearman’s correlation 9 0.8 were further
eliminated. Then, seven multivariate models involving PET features and/or CT features and/or
clinical parameters (denoted as clinical, PET, CT, clinical + PET, clinical + CT, PET + CT and
clinical + PET + CT) were constructed by forward stepwise multivariate Cox regression. Model
performance was evaluated by concordance index (C-index).
Results: Sixty patients encountered events (28 recurrences, 17 metastases, and 15 deaths). Six
clinical parameters, 3 PET features, and 14 CT features in training cohort and 4 clinical parameters, 10
PET features, and 4 CT features in subset of local-regional advanced stage were significantly
associated with PFS. Combining PET and/or CT features with clinical parameters showed equal or
higher prognostic performance than models with PET or CT or clinical parameters alone (C-index
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0.71–0.76 vs. 0.67–0.73 and 0.62–0.75 vs. 0.54–0.75 for training and validation cohorts, respectively),
while the prognostic performance was significantly improved in local-regional advanced cohort (Cindex 0.67–0.84 vs. 0.64–0.77, p value 0.001–0.059).
Conclusion: Radiomics features extracted from the PET and CT components of baseline PET/
CT images provide complementary prognostic information and improved outcome prediction for
NPC patients compared with use of clinical parameters alone.
Key words: Radiomics, Clinical parameter, Prognosis, [18F]FDG PET/CT, Nasopharyngeal
carcinoma

Introduction
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a rare form of head and
neck cancer worldwide, with high incidence in southern
China; it occurs up to 30 per 100,000 persons annually [1].
Though improved radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy has
been applied in the past years, the 5-year progression-free
survival rates of patients with advanced NPC remain around
60 % [2]. Outcome prediction is thus crucial to make more
informed decisions regarding treatment [3]. For example, in
high-risk patients, more aggressive treatment regimens and/
or more intense monitoring can be administrated. Several
clinical and histopathological measures have been identified
as prognostic factors in NPC patients, including hemoglobin
(HGB), platelet count (PLT) [4], serum lactate dehydrogenase level (LDH) [5], neutrophil count (NEUT) [6], and
especially plasma Epstein–Barr virus DNA load (EBVDNA) [7]. Nevertheless, exploring more precise and reliable
prognostic factors still needs to be investigated [8].
2-Deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose ([18F]FDG) positron
emission tomography (PET)/X-ray computed tomography
(CT) imaging has been increasingly used in the management
of patient with NPC and has been extensively exploited for
TNM classification [9]. Image-based standardized uptake
value (SUV) parameters and total lesion glycolysis (TLG)
have been investigated as prognostic factors [10, 11]. As
malignant tumors are commonly heterogeneous [12], quantitative description of intratumoral heterogeneity has shown
significant potential for improved prognosis in various
tumors [13–15]. Radiomics analysis, by extracting highthroughput features from tumor image, can provide important information regarding tumor heterogeneity [16]. As
such, radiomics features derived from PET images have
been explored as image-based biomarkers for improved
diagnosis [17], prognosis [18–21], and treatment response
assessment [12, 22, 23]. Besides, radiomics analysis on CT
images also showed predictive and prognostic potential for
head and neck cancer [24–26]. In the specific case of NPC,
Law et al. investigated the value of skewness of the apparent
diffusion coefficient (ADC) distribution curve from
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) to predict local failure
of NPC [27]. Huang et al. adopted the derivative of a
volume threshold function for heterogeneity characterization
and outcome prediction [13]. Chan et al. demonstrated that

texture features were significantly associated with NPC
survival while conventional PET metrics were not [28].
Zhang et al. conducted multiparametric MRI-based
radiomics analysis to enhance the prognostic performance
in advanced NPC [29]. Lv et al. found that radiomics
features outperformed conventional metrics in the differentiation of NPC from chronic nasopharyngitis [17].
Despite the fact that both PET and CT images are
generated by [18F]FDG PET/CT imaging simultaneously,
radiomics studies often focus on the PET component, while
the CT component is commonly used to perform attenuation
correction and tracer uptake localization. Nevertheless, the
combined utilizations of PET and CT information for
radiotherapy tumor response in lung cancer [30], radiation
targeting in head and neck cancer [31, 32], and radiation
pneumonitis diagnosis [33] have been investigated. Besides,
some studies have demonstrated that radiomics analysis on
the low-dose CT component of PET/CT can provide
additional prognostic information compared to PET image
features and/or clinical parameters, specifically for lymphomas [34] and non-small cell lung cancer [35–37]. To the best
of our knowledge, prognostic analysis of NPC via radiomics
features extracted from the PET and CT components of PET/
CT (including integration of clinical parameters) has not
been investigated. This study was to investigate extraction of
pretreatment radiomics features from the PET and CT
components, coupled with clinical parameters, as risk factors
to evaluate prediction of outcome in NPC, aiming to
improve prognostication and risk stratification of NPC
patients.

Materials and Methods
Patients and PET/CT Imaging
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board and informed consent was waived. One
hundred twenty-eight patients (103 men and 25 women;
mean age, 47.7 ± 13.2 years) primarily diagnosed with NPC
with pathology confirmation were enrolled in this study
(scan dates from January 2012 to August 2016). Two thirds
of all patients (85 cases) were randomly selected for training
purpose, and the remaining 43 patients were regarded as
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validation cohort. A subset of 86 patients with local-regional
advanced stage were also used for model construction.
All patients underwent a whole-body [18F]FDG PET/CT
scanning before treatment on a Biograph-128 mCT scanner
(Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) complying with the
European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) procedure
guidelines [38]. An additional limited-area tumor imaging, i.e.,
one bed position of nasopharynx for a few minutes, was also
performed, and patients were encouraged to lie still in the PET/
CT system for the duration of the examination to minimize
motion blur. Patients were injected with 306–468 MBq (8.27–
12.65 mCi) of [18F]FDG depending on patient’s weight (~
150 μCi/kg of body weight) after fasted for 6 h, and PET/CT
scanning was performed after about 60-min uptake (mean 58 ±
5 min, range 52–66 min). PET image reconstructions were
finished by standard ordered subset expectation maximization
(OSEM) (3 iterations, 21 subsets) and further converted to body
weight SUVs for following analysis. CT images (80 mA,
120 kVp) with size of 512 × 512 were obtained for attenuation
correction. PET image (voxel size 4.07 mm, slice thickness
5 mm) was then interpolated to the same resolution as CT image
(voxel size 0.98 mm, slice thickness 3 mm) for registration/
fusion purposes by cubic interpolation. Tumor delineation and
radiomics feature extraction were thus conducted on the
interpolated images.

Two radiologists with 3 and 10 years of experience in
interpreting nasopharyngeal PET/CT images delineated the
3D primary tumor on the fusion image of PET and CT by
using the ITK-SNAP 3.4 software (www.itksnap.org), and
the two showed high consistency with a median Dice
similarity coefficient (DSC) of 0.87. Since features were
found to be more robust to inter-observer variability
compared to test-retest variability [40], we also found
features were more robust with respect to multiple segmentation methods (including automatic and manual) than
discretization in a previous study [41]. In the present work,
the intersections of the two manual segmentations by the two
radiologists were used for subsequent analysis.
Before feature extraction, original image and all decompositions were discretized to 32, 64, 128, and 256 different
values. Since the applied wavelet decomposition is
undecimated, the size of each decomposition is equal to
the original image and each decomposition is shift invariant.
As such, the original tumor delineation can be applied
directly to the decomposition images. Thus, in total, we
obtained (8 + 1) × 4 = 36 kinds of feature extraction for each
tumor.

Treatment and Follow-up

Features were extracted in MATLAB R2016a (The
MathWorks Inc.) using a package developed in-house based
on an available radiomic analysis package (https://
github.com/mvallieres/radiomics) [42]. We have extended
the package and ensured that the definitions of features agree
with the imaging biomarker standardization initiative (IBSI)
[43], towards more reproducible research. Our package
(corresponding to a previous publication [17]) has been
made publicly available at https://github.com/WenbingLv/
NPC-radiomics, which is continually expanding.
Our radiomics analysis included 9 shape features
extracted from the segmentation mask, 19 SUV/HU features
extracted on 9 VOIs (19 × 9 = 171), and 86 texture features
extracted on 9 VOIs (for PET or CT images) under 4 types
of discretization (86 × 9 × 4 = 3096), arriving at 3276 total
features. Of the 86 texture features, 57 are conventional
texture features commonly appearing in the various literatures (including 26 features from gray-level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM), 13 features from gray-level run length
matrix (GLRLM), 13 features from gray-level size zone
matrix (GLSZM), and 5 features from neighborhood gray
tone difference matrix (NGTDM)); we also introduced 29
uncommon texture features to fully explore intratumor
heterogeneity (including 13 gray-level gap length matrix
(GLGLM) features [44], 5 neighboring gray-level dependence matrix (NGLDM) features [45], 2 texture spectrum
(TS) features, 3 texture feature coding (TFC) features, and 6
texture feature coding co-occurrence matrix (TFCM) features [46]). The various features are elaborated in the
Supplemental Appendix A.

All patients received either radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy; intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) was
adopted; cisplatin-based chemotherapy was performed with
5-fluorouracil and/or docetaxel every 3 weeks. Progressionfree survival (PFS), which is defined as the time from the
day of primary treatment completion to the date of
histological or imaging evidence for disease progression
(local or regional recurrences or distant metastases), death
from any cause, or the date of the last follow-up visit
(censored), was selected as the main endpoint. All patients
had a regular follow-up schedule every week during
treatment, every 3 months during the first year after therapy,
and 6 months thereafter. The mean follow-up time was 24 ±
14 months (range 1–56 months). Progression was assessed
via clinical symptoms, physical examination, flexible
nasopharyngoscopy, biopsy, or radiographic evidence
(PET/CT, MRI, et al.).

Image Preprocessing
In order to characterize intratumor heterogeneity more
comprehensively, a discrete, one-level, and undecimated
3D wavelet transform BCoiflet 1^ was applied to each PET
or CT image [39], by performing low-pass (L) or high-pass
(H) filter along x-, y-, or z-directions, resulting in 8
decompositions of original image, noted as follows: LLL,
LLH, LHL, LHH, HLL, HLH, HHL and HHH.

Radiomics Features
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Clinical Parameters
Thirteen clinical parameters were obtained from the medical
records. Specifically, age, sex, initial T, N, and M category,
AJCC stage, pretreatment plasma EBV DNA, immunoglobulin A antibodies against EBV viral capsid antigen (VCAIgA), lymphocyte count (LYM), neutrophil count (NEUT),
hemoglobin (HGB), platelet count (PLT), and lactate
dehydrogenase level (LDH) were evaluated in this study.

Statistical Analysis
Univariate Cox regression together with Benjamini–
Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) correction was first
used to screen for significant features in the training
cohort, and redundant features showed Spearman’s correlation 9 0.8 were further eliminated. Thus, seven multivariate Cox regression models involved different
combinations were then constructed: (1–3) use of clinical
parameters or PET or CT features alone (denoted as
clinical, PET, CT), (4–5) combining clinical parameters
and PET features or CT features (denoted as clinical +
PET, clinical + CT, respectively), (6) combining PET
features and CT features (denoted as PET + CT), (7)
integrating clinical parameters and PET features and CT
features (denoted as clinical + PET + CT). Forward
stepwise feature selection was utilized making use of a
maximum log-likelihood (LOGL) criterion [47], noting
that 2(LOGL(model2)-LOGL(model1)) is approximately a
chi-squared distribution with degree of freedom (df) =
df(model2)-df(model1). Setting p value = 0.05 for accepting
a new model2 with an additional feature (degree of
freedom) relative to model1, then the new LOGL must
be higher by 9 1.92. This turns out to be close to a
required increase in LOGL by 9 2 as suggested for the
effective parsimony information criterion (EPIC), which
corresponds to a likelihood ratio test at level 0.05 when
testing for the use of one additional feature between two
models [48]. As such, features significantly increasing
LOGL of the model were retained. Our criterion was thus
more conservative compared to the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), requiring LOGL increase by 9 1 only.
A prognostic score was generated for each multivariate
Cox model by summing the products of each feature
retained in the model and its corresponding regression
coefficient (β) [15]. Patients were dichotomized into lowand high-risk groups by the median value of prognostic
score; log-rank test was then used to compare the significant
difference between two Kaplan–Meier curves. The same
median value as used in training cohort in each model was
applied to the validation cohort. The concordance index (Cindex) was used to evaluate the discriminative power of each
model. Significant difference between two C-indices was
tested using the Hmisc R package.
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Results
Patient Characteristics
The characteristics of 128 patients are summarized in
Table 1. There were 15 patients with stages I–II and 113
patients with stages III–IV. The metabolically active tumor
volume (MATV) of the 128 patients was 50.9 ± 86.4 (range
0.89–755.9 mm3), SUVmax was 15.4 ± 7.77 (range 1.70–
41.4), SUVmean was 7.95 ± 3.75 (range 1.07–21.4), and
HUmean was 50.4 ± 55.1 (range − 133.6–322.8). The mean
follow-up time was 24 ± 14 months (range 1–56 months;
median 23 months), and 60 patients had progression (28
recurrences, 17 metastases, and 15 deaths) by the last
follow-up.
Fig. 1a–h showed four groups of patients with stages I, II,
III, and IV, respectively, while patients with the same stage
had distinct PFS, two patients with stage I having PFS of 21
vs. 52 months, stage II for 4 vs. 45 months, stage III for 6 vs.
43 months, and stage IV for 1 vs. 38 months.

Univariate Analysis for Prognostic Factor
Screening
In univariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis, after
FDR correction and redundant feature elimination, 6 clinical
parameters (M stage, age, VCA-IgA, AJCC stage, N stage, and
LYM), 3 PET features (SUVmid_HLH,
DiffVar_GLCM_LHH_128, and Variance_TFC_LHH_32),
and 14 CT features were found to be significantly associated
with PFS rates in training cohort, while 4 clinical parameters
(PLT, AJCC stage, N stage, and VCA-IgA), 10 PET features,
and 4 CT features (GLN_GLSZM_Im_256,
GaLV_GLGLM_HHH_256, MaxPossibility_GLCM_Im_64,
and Coarseness_TFC_LHL_256) were significantly associated
with PFS in a subset of local-regional advanced stage.
Corresponding p values, HR, and 95 % CI are detailed in
Supplemental Appendix B Tables S1 and S2.

Multivariate Analysis for Model Construction
Features retained as independent prognostic factors for each
model in training cohort are shown in Table 2. For models
involving clinical parameters, M stage (p G 0.006) and VCAIgA (p G 0.023) were consistently found to be significant
predictors. For models involving CT radiomics features,
GLV_GLSZM_LHH_256 consistently appeared with
p values G 0.019. Meanwhile, no PET feature was retained
when models involved PET features and clinical parameters
and/or CT features, which means clinical + PET model is
equal to clinical model and clinical + PET + CT model is
equal to clinical + CT model.
Features retained as independent prognostic factors for
each model in a subset of local-regional advanced stage are
shown in Table 3. PLT (p G 0.005) and AJCC stage (p G
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of all patients, training cohort, validation cohort, and a subset patient of loco-regional advanced NPC
Characteristic

All patients

Training

Validation

Loco-regional advanced

Patient no.
Age (year), mean ± SD
Sex, no. (%)
Male
Female
T stage, no. (%)
T1
T2
T3
T4
N stage, no. (%)
N0
N1
N2
N3
M stage, no. (%)
M0
M1
AJCC stage, no. (%)
I
II
III
IV
MATV
SUVmax
SUVmean
HUmean
Follow-up time, mean ± SD (months)
Follow-up time, median (range)
Recurrence
Metastasis
Death

128
47.7 ± 13.2

85
48.1 ± 13.9

43
47.9 ± 15.1

86
46.1 ± 13.5

103 (80.5 %)
25 (19.5 %)

67 (78.8 %)
18 (21.2 %)

36 (83.7 %)
7 (16.3 %)

65 (75.6 %)
21 (24.4 %)

20
20
54
34

(15.6
(15.6
(42.3
(26.5

%)
%)
%)
%)

17
14
34
20

(20 %)
(16.5 %)
(40 %)
(23.5 %)

3 (6.9 %)
6 (14 %)
20 (46.5 %)
14 (32.6 %)

10
10
42
24

14
33
54
27

(10.9
(25.8
(42.2
(21.1

%)
%)
%)
%)

10
20
36
19

(11.8
(23.5
(43.4
(22.3

%)
%)
%)
%)

4 (9.3 %)
13 (30.2 %)
18 (41.9 %)
8 (18.6 %)

6 (7.0 %)
22 (25.6 %)
43 (50.0 %)
15 (17.4 %)

101 (78.9 %)
27 (21.1 %)

70 (82.3 %)
15 (17.7 %)

31 (72.1 %)
12 (27.9 %)

86 (100 %)
0 (0 %)

4 (3.1 %)
11 (8.6 %)
51 (39.8 %)
62 (48.5 %)
50.9 ± 86.4
15.4 ± 7.77
7.95 ± 3.75
50.4 ± 55.1
24 ± 14
23 (1–56)
28 (21.9 %)
17 (13.3 %)
15 (11.8 %)

2 (2.4 %)
8 (9.4 %)
34 (40.0 %)
41 (48.2 %)
45.1 ± 67.8
14.0 ± 7.26
7.15 ± 3.24
43.8 ± 54.1
24 ± 14
22 (1–56)
19 (22.4 %)
12 (14.1 %)
9 (10.6 %)

2 (4.7 %)
3 (6.9 %)
17 (39.6 %)
21 (48.8 %)
62.2 ± 114.9
18.2 ± 8.08
9.54 ± 4.19
63.4 ± 55.4
24 ± 14
25 (4–52)
9 (20.9 %)
5 (11.6 %)
6 (13.9 %)

0 (0 %)
0 (0 %)
51 (59.3 %)
35 (40.7 %)
56.0 ± 90.9
16.1 ± 7.57
8.14 ± 3.57
44.1 ± 46.1
27 ± 13
26 (1–56)
19 (22.1 %)
16 (18.6 %)
0 (0 %)

(11.6
(11.6
(48.8
(28.0

%)
%)
%)
%)

Fig. 1. The AJCC stage and progression-free survival (PFS) of eight representative patients. a, e Two patients with stage I;
their PFS were 21 vs. 52 months. b, f Two patients with stage II; their PFS were 4 vs. 45 months. c, g Two patients with stage
III; their PFS were 6 vs. 43 months. d, h Two patients with stage IV; their PFS were 1 vs. 38 months.
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Table 2. Multivariate Cox regression analysis for each model in training
cohort

Table 3. Multivariate Cox regression analysis for each model in a subset
with local-regional advanced stage

Model

Model

Clinical
BM stage^
BAJCC stage^
BVCA-IgA^
PET
BSUVmid_HLH^
CT
BHomogeneity_GLCM_LHH_128^
BLGGE_GLGLM_LLH_128^
BRLV_GLRLM_HLH_32^
BComplexity_NGTDM_LLH_256^
Clinical + PET
Clinical parameters
BM stage^
BAJCC stage^
BVCA-IgA^
PET features
Clinical + CT
Clinical parameters
BM stage^
BAge^
BVCA_IgA^
BN stage^
CT features
BGLV_GLSZM_LHH_256^
PET + CT
PET features
BSUVmid_HLH^
CT features
BSRHGE_GLRLM_LHL_128^
BLGGE_GLGLM_LLH_128^
BRLV_GLRLM_HLH_32^
BGLV_GLSZM_LHH_256^
Clinical + PET + CT
Clinical parameters
BM stage^
BAge^
BVCA_IgA^
BN stage^
PET features
CT features
BGLV_GLSZM_LHH_256^

p value

0.006
0.156
0.013
0.005
0.013
0.007
0.040
0.041
0.006
0.156
0.013
None
0.001
0.088
0.023
0.068
0.019
G 0.001
0.117
0.002
0.007
0.011
0.001
0.088
0.023
0.068
None
0.019

0.001) were consistently found to be significant predictors.
Coarseness_TFC_HLL_256 (p G 0.026) from PET and
GLN_GLSZM_Im_256 (p G 0.020) from CT were also
consistently retained.

Model Performance
The C-index for each model is listed in Table 4. The C-index
ranges of models with clinical parameters or PET or CT features
alone are 0.67–0.73 and 0.54–0.75 for training and validation
cohorts, respectively. Combining clinical parameters and/or
PET and/or CT features showed equal or higher C-index than
models without different kinds of feature combination (0.71–
0.76 vs. 0.67–0.73 and 0.62–0.75 vs. 0.54–0.75 for training and
validation cohorts, respectively). Kaplan–Meier curves of PFS
rates of each model in training and validation patients are shown
in Fig. 2. Since clinical + PET model is equal to clinical model
and clinical + PET + CT model is equal to clinical + CT model,

Clinical
BPLT^
BAJCC stage^
PET
BGLV_GLSZM_HLL_32^
BCoarseness_TFC_HLL_256^
BLGLGE_GLGLM_LHL_64^
CT
BGLN_GLSZM_Im_256^
BMaxPossibility_GLCM_Im_64^
Clinical + PET
Clinical parameters
BPLT^
BAJCC stage^
PET features
BGLV_GLSZM_HLL_32^
BSUVvar_HHL^
BCoarseness_TFC_HLL_256^
Clinical + CT
Clinical parameters
BPLT^
BAJCC stage^
CT features
BGLN_GLSZM_Im_256^
BGaLV_GLGLM_HHH_256^
PET + CT
PET features
BRLV_GLRLM_HLL_128^
BCoarseness_TFC_HLL_256^
CT features
BGLN_GLSZM_Im_256^
Clinical + PET + CT
Clinical parameters
BPLT^
BAJCC stage^
PET features
BGLV_GLSZM_HLL_32^
BSUVvar_HHL^
BCoarseness_TFC_HLL_256^
CT features
BGLN_GLSZM_Im_256^
BGaLV_GLGLM_HHH_256^

p value
G 0.001
0.001
0.015
0.001
0.006
G 0.001
0.030
0.005
G 0.001
0.007
0.001
0.006
0.001
G 0.001
0.020
0.012
0.237
0.026
G 0.001
0.001
0.001
0.021
G 0.001
G 0.001
0.001
0.039

the Kaplan–Meier curves of clinical + PET model and clinical +
PET + CT model were not shown.
As for the subset of local-regional advanced stage,
clinical + PET + CT model showed significantly higher Cindex of 0.84 than any other six models (C-index 0.64–0.81,
p value 0.018–0.035); clinical + PET model (0.80) and
clinical + CT model (0.81) also showed significantly higher
C-index than models with PET or CT or clinical parameters
alone (C-index 0.64–0.77, p value 0.001–0.028). Detailed
significant difference comparisons (p value) of C-indices
between different models are provided in Supplemental
Appendix B Table S3. Kaplan–Meier curves of PFS rates of
each model in the subset are shown in Fig. 3.
The prognostic score of clinical + PET + CT model
versus survival time (PFS) on the subset patients is shown in
Fig. 4. With survival time increasing, prognostic score
shows a decreasing trend. The median prognostic score of
4.67 can better split them into high- or low-risk groups than
AJCC stage.
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Table 4. C-index and log-rank test p value for each model as applied to training, validation, and a subset with local-regional advanced stage cohorts
Model

Training
C-index

Clinical
PET
CT
Clinical + PET
Clinical + CT
PET + CT
Clinical + PET + CT

0.71
0.67
0.73
0.71
0.75
0.76
0.75

Validation
p value
0.001
0.025
0.002
0.001
6.47e−06
2.61e−05
6.47e−06

Discussion
We investigated the prognostic performance of radiomics
features extracted from both PET and CT components of
baseline PET/CT images integrated with clinical parameters
in patients with NPC, and derived improved outcome
prediction for NPC patients compared with use of clinical
parameters or PET or CT features alone in both training and
validation cohorts and a subset with local-regional advanced
stage.

C-index
0.75
0.62
0.54
0.75
0.75
0.62
0.75

Local-regional advanced
p value
0.016
0.025
0.855
0.016
0.004
0.010
0.004

C-index
0.77
0.66
0.64
0.80
0.81
0.67
0.84

p value
9.06e−04
9.97e−04
0.037
3.97e−05
1.16e−05
0.013
4.08e−06

Models integrating PET and/or CT features with clinical
parameters resulted in equal or higher prognostic performance with limited significance relative to models with PET
or CT or clinical parameters alone (C-index 0.71–0.76 vs.
0.67–0.73 and 0.62–0.75 vs. 0.54–0.75 for training and
validation cohorts, respectively; Table 4), while the prognostic performance was more obviously improved in localregional advanced cohort (C-index 0.67–0.84 vs. 0.64–0.77,
p value 0.001–0.059; Table 4; Supplemental Appendix B
Table S3) as focused in [29]. Since features showed

Fig. 2. Kaplan–Meier curves of PFS rates for training (n = 85) and validation patients (n = 43), showing a clinical model, b PET
model, c CT model, e clinical + CT model, and f PET + CT model. Since clinical + PET model is equal to clinical model and
clinical + PET + CT model is equal to clinical + CT model, the Kaplan–Meier curves of clinical + PET model and clinical + PET +
CT model were not shown.
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Fig. 3. Kaplan–Meier curves of PFS rates for a subset with local-regional advanced stage cohorts (n = 86), showing a clinical
model, b PET model, c CT model, d clinical + PET model, e clinical + CT model, f PET + CT model, and g clinical + PET + CT
model.

Spearman’s correlation higher than 0.8 were pre-eliminated,
features retained in all models were weakly correlated with
one another. As such, the information provided by different
features was non-redundant with respect to one another, and
comprehensive tumor characterization using both PET and
CT images could add value to the use of clinical parameters
alone.
An interesting finding was that the prognostic performance of the CT model (C-index 0.73) was superior to that
of the PET model (C-index 0.67, p = 0.035) in the training
cohort, while it was reversed in the validation (C-index 0.54
vs. 0.62, p = 0.043) and subset cohorts (C-index 0.64 vs.
0.66 for CT and PET respectively, p = 0.074) (Table 4). It is
worth pointing out that the VOIs were delineated on the

PET/CT fusion images. Overall, PET images may provide
better visualization for radiologists and reveal the glucose
metabolism information, while CT images have higher
resolution than PET and convey the anatomic characteristic,
such as vascularization, edema, and necrosis. To ascertain
the relative contributions of PET and CT features on the
characterization of intratumor heterogeneity, significantly
larger cohorts within more standardized procedure [49] may
need to be investigated.
The significant features retained in each model were not
extracted from the original image but from different wavelet
decomposition images (Tables 2 and 3) as investigated in other
literatures [21, 39, 50–52], indicating that wavelet decomposition images may better reveal inconspicuous prognostic

Fig. 4. Plot of the prognostic score (clinical + PET + CT model) versus the survival time (PFS) of the subset with local-regional
advanced stage. Stage III and IV patients are colored by blue and red, respectively.
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information than original images. Besides, most features
extracted from different wavelet decompositions were weakly
correlated except GLN_GLSZM_256 from CT (Supplemental
Appendix B Fig. S1), which means specific features are useful
when only extracted from specific wavelet decomposition.
Though multivariate models demonstrated that different features
were significant for discretization bins, ranging from 32 to 256
(Tables 2 and 3), it is important to note that most features
extracted from different discretization are highly correlated
except GLV_GLSZM_HLL from PET (median Spearman’s
correlation 0.62) and RLV_GLRLM_HLH from CT (median
Spearman’s correlation 0.51) (Supplemental Appendix B Fig.
S2). Thus, some features extracted from other discretization
which are not retained are still useful, but there are alternatives
among them. With regard to features with weak correlations
among different discretization, it is essential to investigate
optimal discretization bins, as evaluated in other applications in
terms of performance [53–55], repeatability [56], and
reproducibility/robustness [41, 57, 58].
The time of feature extraction was about tens of seconds,
while the time of model training and validation was few
seconds since only a subset of features were useful. The
code can be further optimized to accelerate the computation.
Therefore, it is acceptable for potential clinical application.
In order to validate the usefulness of previous reported
features in our NPC cohorts, four features (energy, compactness, GLN_GLRLM, and GLN_GLRLM_HLH, noted as
comparator 1) reported by Aerts et al. [39] and Leijenaar
et al. [26] were first tested. However, none of them were found
to be significantly associated with PFS on CT images in our
training cohort (Supplemental Appendix B Table S4, Fig. S3a)
[59]. Another three features (LGHGE_GLSZM_HHH,
SumEntropy_GLCM_LLL, and DiffVar_GLCM_LLH, noted
as comparator 2) reported by Bogowicz et al. [25] were also
tested. The results were not satisfactory neither (Supplemental
Appendix B Table S4, Fig. S3b), possibly because four tumor
sites (oropharynx, hypopharynx, larynx, and oral cavity) were
included in their study.
Our study had some limitations. First, a single survival
endpoint (PFS) with short follow-up time that merges death,
recurrence, and distant metastases together may confuse
oncologists about the failure pattern of NPC patients. The
inconsistent results between the two comparators and our study
also emphasize the establishment of radiomics signatures with
specific oncologic functions and endpoints [60], and thus, more
endpoints with a larger number of patients per endpoint need to
be investigated in the future. Profound understanding of
biology meaning behind features is also needed to enable
successful clinical transformation. Second, due to its retrospective nature and small size cohort from one institution,
prospective larger cohort with external validation via a
multicenter study [61] is necessary to confirm our results and
improve the reliability of our radiomics study, which will
enhance clinical application of prognostic signatures. Third,
unenhanced CT component instead of contrast-enhanced
diagnostic CT was used to extract features; the information of

anatomical structure may not be substantially captured.
Furthermore, the 3D tumor was delineated on fused images
instead of on PET and CT components separately, which will
confuse their relative contribution. Finally, directionally
orientated wavelet decomposition may be affected by variations in the orientation of the head and neck during imaging.

Conclusion
Radiomics features were extracted from the PET and CT
components of baseline PET/CT, quantitatively characterizing
intratumor heterogeneity, and were shown to provide complementary prognostic information for NPC patients. Combining
PET and/or CT features with clinical parameters showed
improved outcome prediction relative to models with PET or
CT radiomics features or clinical parameters alone in both
training and validation cohorts, especially in local-regional
advanced subset. It was also shown that radiomics features
extracted from different wavelet decompositions could characterize the intratumor heterogeneity more accurately and further
improve prognostic performance.
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